Abstract. We define and study both screen QR-lightlike and screen CR-lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite quaternion Kaehler manifold. We show that screen QR-lightlike submanifolds include quaternion submanifolds and screen CR-lightlike submanifolds include quaternion as well as screen real lightlike submanifolds. We also give some examples of screen QR-lightlike and screen CR-lightlike submanifolds.
Introduction
QR-submanifolds of a quaternion Kaehler manifold were introduced by A. Bejancu in [1] . Since then many papers appeared on these submanifolds.
On the other hand, the geometry of lightlike submanifolds has shown an increasing development since K.L.Duggal-A.Bejancu defined lightlike submanifolds in [4] and [3] . In their book [5] , they introduced CR-lightlike submanifolds and showed that CR-lightlike submanifolds are always proper,i.e., they don't contain invariant and totally real lightlike submanifolds. Therefore, in [7] , K.L.Duggal and the present author introduced screen CRlightlike submanifold which contains invariant and screen real lightlike submanifolds. Lightlike real hypersurfaces of an indefinite quaternion Kaehler manifold studied in [9] . In [10] , we defined QR-lightlike submanifold as a generalization of lightlike real hypersurfaces and showed that QR-lightlike submanifolds are also always proper.
In the present paper, we introduce screen QR-lightlike and screen CRlightlike submanifolds and investigate fundamental properties of such lightlike submanifolds of indefinite quaternion Kaehler manifolds. We study the integrability conditions for the distributions which are involved in the definition of these submanifolds. We also study totally umbilical screen 702 B. Sahin QR-lightlike and screen CR-lightlike submanifolds. Finally we show that there exist no proper totally umbilical screen CR-lightlike submanifolds in positively or negatively curved indefinite quaternion Kaehler manifolds and give several examples.
Preliminaries
Let M be a 4m-dimensional manifold (m > 1) and g be semi-Riemann metric on M. and
for all vector fields X tangent to M, where p,q,r are local sections of A X (TM). and V is Levi-Civita connection (see [8] ). For sake of shortness, instead of (2.2) we use
where Q a (, are certain 1-forms locally defined on M such that Q a b+Qba = 0-An indefinite quaternionic space form is a connected indefinite quaternion Kaehler manifold of constant quaternionic sectional curvature and its denoted by M(c). The curvature tensor of M(c) is given by (
for any X,Y, Z E T (TM) .
From now on, we follow [5] 
Following are four sub cases of a lightlike submanifold (M,g,S(TM), S(TM ± ). The Gauss and Weingarten equations are: 
Denote the projection of TM on,_S(TM) by P. Then, by using (2.5), (2.7)-(2.9) and taking account that V is a metric connection, we obtain (2.10) 
In general, the induced connection V on M is not metric connection. Since V is a metric connection, by using (2.7) we get
However, it is important to note that V* is a metric connection on S{TM). We denote curvature tensors of M and M by R and R respectively. The
Gauss equation for M, VX, Y,Ze T(TM), is given by (2.18) R(X, Y)Z = R(X, Y)Z + A hW
) Y -A hl[YtZ) X + A h , {XtZ) Y -A h s {YtZ) X + (V x h l )(Y,Z) - (V Y h l )(X,Z) + D l (X, h s (Y, Z)) -D l (Y, h s (X, Z)) + (V X H S )(Y, Z) -(V Y H S )(X, Z) + D S (X, h l (Y, Z)) -D S (Y, h l (X, Z)).
Screen QR-lightlike submanifolds
In this section, we introduce a new class, called screen quaternion-real (SQR) lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite quaternion Kaehler manifold and investigate the geometry of such submanifolds. DEFINITION 
Let (M, g, S(TM))be a lightlike submanifold of an indefinite quaternion Kaehler manifold (M,g
). We say that M is a SQR-lightlike submanifold of M if the following conditions are satisfied:
ii): RadTM is invariant with respect to J a ,i.e.,J a (Rad(TM)) = Rad(TM), a = 1,2,3.
It follows that ltr(TM) is also invariant with respect to Ja, a = 1,2,3, that is We say that M is a proper screen QR-lightlike submanifold of M if D 0 ± {0} and D' ± {0}.
Note the following special features:
3. There exist no screen QR-lightlike hypersurface.
Let Rff, (m>l,q>l) be a semi-Euclidean space. Then, the canonical complex structures Ji, J2, J3 of Rf^ and the Hermitian metric g are given by 
which is invariant with respect to Ja,a - .7), (3.9) and (3.10) we have
for any X,Y € T(£>).
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a screen QR-lightlike submanifold of an indefinite quaternion Kaehler manifold. Then the following conditions are equivalent
with each other. 
h s (X, J a Y) = h s (J a X, Y),a G {1,2,3}, X,Y E T(D)
and
Proof. Prom (2.7), (2.1) and (2.3), we have
By using (2.9) we derive
On the other hand from (3.14) and (2.10) we obtain
Using again (3.14) we have
Since h s is symmetric, we derive
Thus taking account (2.10) in this equation, we get (3.15). 
. In a similar way, we get
On the other hand, since E^j = J c JaVj, from (2.1), (2.7) and (2.12) we obtain
for X £ T(D 0 ). In a similar way,
Thus, from (3.16), (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain the assertion of theorem.
Now, we will investigate necessary and sufficient conditions on distributions D and D' to be parallel. 
defines a totally geodesic foliation if and only if h s (X, Y) has no components in L for I,7e T(Z)).
Proof. From (2.7) and (2.3) we obtain In similar way we have Using Yano-Kon terminology [11] we say that screen QR-lightlike submanifold M is a lightlike product if D and D' are its totally geodesic foliations. Thus from Theorem 3.3. and Theorem 3.4. we have the following corollary. 
h s (X,Y) has no components in L, VX,Y G R(D).
In the rest of this section we consider totally umbilical screen QRlightlike submanifolds. First we recall the definition of totally umbilical lightlike submanifolds. DEFINITION 
Thus, interchanging role of X and Y in this equation and subtracting we have
hence, we derive HL = 0 due to Do is a non-degenerate distribution. Thus we obtain h l = 0.
Remark 2. We note that above theorem is not true for any r-lightlike submanifold. Therefore it is important property of totally umbilical screen QR-lightlike submanifolds. In the end of this section we present an example for totally umbilical screen QR-lightlike submanifolds. H s G r(L).
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